
 

 

                                                                                                                                                 

                                                                   

                                              

            Object: WACP PROJECTS                                                                                 

 MEMO  

The philosophy of action:  

The West Africa Constellation program is an industrial incubator  that has as its mission:  

- The industrialization and the resulting sustainable development of a specific region of West Africa.  

- Provides in synergy with local resources (institutional and private) on-site service to interested 

companies,from the point of view of logistics, institutional relations, administrative permissions, 

managing work in progress, the legal domicile / tax, with back office staff and local residents.  

The project apolitical, aims only to the sustainable development of the host country interventions.  

- The economic sustainability and social interventions.  

Priority interventions is the feasibility of economic projects in the pipeline, in the logic of effective 

interventions that generate a return for the companies and opportunities, use for local personnel with 

proper training and the creation of induced specific.  

In respect of the host State interventions:  

1. Are shared across Institutional, in relation to specific ministry guidelines  

2. Provide for mandatory inclusion of local staff  

3. Provide for the training of local technicians, making the autonomous conduct of that operation, 

ensuring economic and political independence from external pressures,support the welfare program for 

the full occupation and the return of the emigrants 
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                                                    The Company involved in the projects respect: 

 No childs workers  

 Parity Men-Woman  

 Sufficent Retribution on ILO recomendations  

 Green technologies appliched on the production 

 

 

The Companies with high level of specialization aim to create  a  specify sinergy in The Gambia with local 

JV for the realization of local development project. 

The sectors of Interest: 

Public 

- Real Estate/Building 

- Electric & Water Plants 

- Communication /WIFI/Access Control 

- Waste Management 

- Agro & Fish Industry 

Private 

- Hotelerie & Guest House Building 

- Hotelerie Furniture & Hardware 

- Water Treatments 

- Diesel & PV Energy Plants 

- Agro Transformation 

- Food & Beverage (catering) 

The reports are made directly between the company and the clients (public and private) The Companies 

know  that to operate in The Gambia requires a commercial domiciliation, Tax, Technology, also for 

representation and import of products management. 

The local partnership  could be the ideal vehicle having in addition to the management fee expenses on 

sold or acquired contacts. 

For the international financial side involved a similar structure is a guarantee seriousness  for the real 

presence in the area for more important interventions. 

---------------- 



 

 

Account to add other companies interested in the industrial and commercial project in the Gambia, 

widening the interventions at the regional level with Gambia as home of the companies. 

---------------- 

Ideally   evaluate any projects in the public and private 

It would be a great signal for further involvement. 
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